Background: Influenza A virus (IAV) poses threats to human health and life. Many individual 8 studies have been carried out in mice to uncover the viral factors responsible for the virulence 9 of IAV infections. Virus adaptation through serial lung-to-lung passaging and reverse genetic 10 engineering and mutagenesis approaches have been widely used in the studies. Nonetheless, a 11 single study may not provide enough confident about virulence factors, hence combining 12 several studies for a meta-analysis is desired to provide better views. 13 Methods: Virulence information of IAV infections and the corresponding virus and mouse 14 strains were documented from literature. Using the mouse lethal dose 50, time series of weight 15 loss or percentage of survival, the virulence of the infections was classified as avirulent or 16 virulent for two-class problems, and as low, intermediate or high for three-class problems. On 17 the other hand, protein sequences were decoded from the corresponding IAV genomes or 18 reconstructed manually from other proteins according to mutations mentioned in the related 19
48
Introduction 49 Influenza A virus (IAV) is a member of the family Orthomyxoviridae that circulates in If the MLD50 of an infection is >10E6.0 (regardless of its unit), then the infection is considered (iii) the infection dose ≤10E3.5 kills ≥10% mice. 154 The levels of virulence were also categorized into three classes: low, intermediate and high 155 virulence. If the MLD50 >10E6.0, then the infection is considered low virulence; if the MLD50 156 ≤10E3.0, then the infection is considered high virulence; otherwise, intermediate virulence. 157 When the class of an infection cannot be determined from the lower or upper bound of MLD50, 158 then the following rules were used: (ii) the infection dose ≤10E1.0 kills ≥20% mice. 168 Following this, multiple records for infection involving specific IAV and mouse strains 169 were reduced into a single record (Table S2 ) by the following procedure (termed as RULE 6): 170 (i) Specify the majority class of the three-class virulence assignment for those records; when 171 no majority, consider the class that is more or the most virulent. the highest lower bound of MLD50 value is lower than this value, then calculate the 177 average of those two values and assign the virulence class as described previously. 178 This procedure selects a record that has the more or most virulent information among the 179 records (with the majority class if it can be determined), except when only lower bound of 180 MLD50 values are available. Note that when applying this procedure, the recombinants of 181 naturally occurring or wild-type IAV strains were considered representing the wild-type 182 version. In a similar fashion, we applied this procedure to reduce multiple records for infection 183 of a specific IAV strain in different mouse strains into a single record (Table S3 ).
185
Collection of related genomes and main proteins. IAV strains found in the literature were 186 searched online by their name, and their nucleotide sequences were collected from GenBank 187 or GISAID EpiFlu databases. A number of sequences were obtained from the authors directly.
188
When the genomic segments of a particular virus were incomplete, the HA and/or NA of the 189 virus were BLASTed against GenBank database and the top virus hit whose complete genomes 190 were available was used to extrapolate the incomplete genome (Table S4) column in the alignment that contained more than one symbol was considered as a single 212 feature vector -H3 and N2 numberings were used to label the position in the alignments of 213 HA and NA, respectively. Input datasets that incorporated the host strain information, where 214 each amino acid in the alignments was tagged with a symbol indicating associated host strain, 215 were also considered. For each input dataset, each learning algorithm and each of two-class 216 and three-class virulence groupings, rule-based and RF models were learned independently 100 217 times. In each iteration, the dataset was balanced by reducing the size of the bigger (biggest) Wilcoxon signed-rank sum test was used to test the null hypothesis that the median of 234 the accuracy of 100 models learned independently is equal to the accuracy of zero rule learner 235 (which assigns predicted class to the majority class in the training set) and to test the null 236 hypothesis that the median of the accuracy of one learner is greater than that of another learner.
237
The p-values of the tests were adjusted using the Bonferroni method.
238
Following 100 independent learnings from two-class and three-class IV datasets, the 239 protein sites from models learned using each algorithm were ranked. For OneR, the sites were 240 ranked according to their frequency of being selected for the models; for JRip and PART, the 241 sites were ranked according to their averaged contribution to the accuracy of learned models; 242 and for RF, the sites were ranked according to their contribution to the averaged mean decrease 
Results

248
Datasets for modelling IAV virulence 249 The steps in creating benchmark datasets for modeling IAV virulence is summarized in (Table S1 ). Of those records, 502 records have their 254 MLD50 provided in the literature. Following RULE 6 (see Methods), multiple records 255 involving specific IAV and mouse strains were reduced into a single record (Table S2) . This The MIVir and IVir datasets were then joined with another dataset containing the 12 IAV 261 proteins whose amino acids in their aligned position (IAV Proteins (IP) dataset), producing 262 MIVir  IP and IVir  IP datasets, respectively. The keys for joining the dataset were the IAV 263 strains listed in MIVir or IVir dataset. Once again, note that some virus strains were represented 264 by multiple records in IP dataset and some proteins were generated from extrapolated genomes.
265
The breakdowns of the joined datasets are shown in Fig. 1 , and more detailed breakdowns of 266 MIVir  IP are shown in Table 2 can be easily observed in the plot, separation between virulence classes is lack and this 284 illustrates the challenge in the prediction.
285
In addition, the correlation between each site and the target virulence in the dataset was 286 also measured using the adjusted p-value of the chi-square test of independence. The line plots 287 showing the -log(adjusted p-value) over the alignment sites of each IAV protein and each of 288 two-class and three-class virulence groupings are given in Fig. 3 . Overall, HA has many more 289 sites that have a significant correlation with the target virulence (adjusted p-value <0.05), i.e., 290 72 and 283 sites for two-class and three-class virulence grouping, respectively. On the other 291 hand, M2 has the least numbers of significant sites, i.e., 1 and 4 for two-class and three-class 292 virulence, respectively. The numbers of significant sites for other proteins and for two-class 293 and three-class virulence grouping, respectively, are as follows: 26 and 44 for PB2, 6 and 30 294 for PB1, 14 and 33 for PA, 19 and 40 for NP, 19 and 167 for NA, 4 and 10 for M1, 18 and 32 295 for NS1, 3 and 30 for PB1-F2, 6 and 26 for PA-X, and 3 and 5 for NS2. Interestingly, while 296 PB2, PA, NP, M1, NS1 and NS2 have their number of significant sites for three-class virulence 297 about twice the number of significant sites for two-class virulence, the PB1, HA, NA, PB1-F2 298 and PA-X have a much higher fold increase in the number of significant sites.
300
Performance of rule-based models for IAV virulence 301 Here we focus on the application of OneR, JRip and PART algorithms on MIV, BALB/C, 302 C57BL/6, IV, H1N1 and H3N2 datasets in developing rule-based models for IAV virulence.
303 Table 3 highlights the performance of OneR, JRip and PART on various two-class and three-304 class datasets with concatenated protein alignments, while examples of the output models and 305 their summary (for H1N1) are presented in Table S6 . Overall, in terms of their accuracy, 306 precision and recall (but we mainly focus on the accuracy in the rest of the paper), PART 307 models always outperformed OneR and JRip, while JRip were almost always better than OneR 308 (the only case where OneR outperformed JRip was on the three-class classification problem 309 for H3N2). Nonetheless, PART had many more rules compared to JRip and OneR. For Table 3 also shows that incorporating host information improved the accuracy of three-314 class virulence grouping but not for two-class virulence groupingthe mean accuracies of 315 PART models on three-class MIV and IV datasets were 60.2% and 56.3%, respectively, but 316 they were about the same for two-class virulence grouping, i.e., 71.8% for MIV dataset and 317 72.4% for IV dataset. Furthermore, when a specific host strain was considered, we can see that 318 a rule-based model was easier to learn from C57BL/6 dataset than BALB/C dataset; and when 319 a specific IAV subtype was considered, H3N2 dataset was easier to learn than H1N1 and H5N1 320 datasets. However, it ought to be noted that the standard deviations for C57BL/6 and H3N2 321 datasets were higher than the rest, and that aggregating all mouse and/or virus strains gave the 322 smallest standard deviation while keeping accuracy competitive.
323
The accuracy distribution per learning algorithm per input dataset derived from MIV and 324 IV datasets over 100 models learned independently is shown in Fig. 4 , while the accuracy 325 distribution per learning algorithm per input dataset derived from BALB/C, C57BL/6, H1N1 326 and H3N2 is shown in Fig. S1 and Fig. S2 . Once again, we can observe that PART models often outperformed OneR and JRip, and OneR occasionally outperformed JRip. Of interest, 328 models trained on input dataset containing concatenated protein alignments were often better 329 than the ones trained on input containing an alignment of a particular type of IAV protein.
330
Nonetheless, models trained on a particular protein alignment usually achieved averaged 331 accuracies significantly higher than those given by zero rules. The accuracies of models based 332 on alignment of PB2 and/or HA were usually higher than the accuracies of models based on 333 alignment of other proteins. For some cases, the models based only on PB2 or HA could even 334 achieve accuracies as good as those given by the models based on concatenated protein 335 alignments (see the accuracies of models based on PB2 for two-class and three-class H3N2 336 datasets, PB2 for two-class H5N1 dataset, and HA for two-class H1N1 dataset in Fig. S2) . 337 Finally, we noted that RF models did not outperform PART models. In about 50% of the 338 cases, PART even gave significantly better accuracies than RF (Fig. S3) . Nonetheless, the site 339 importance ranking output by RF could provide valuable insights and hence, RF models were 340 further explored.
342
Top sites and synergy between sites for IAV virulence 343 As the performance of the models generated by a specific learning algorithm varied from 344 one independent learning to another, the models themselves tended to vary a lot. This 345 demonstrated the influence of selected training data. Hence, rather than inspecting the model 346 one by one, it is more interesting to investigate individual sites that were frequently included 347 in learned models or considered to have more impacts in the models. For this, the OneR's single 348 site model and RF's site importance ranking naturally suit the purpose. For JRip and PART, 349 we calculated the averaged contribution of each site to the accuracy of learned models. Table   350 4 summarizes the sites selected by OneR (ordered by their frequency; sites that were selected 351 once are not shown), top 20 sites by JRip and PART (ordered by their averaged contribution to 352 the accuracy of learned models), and top 20 influential sites by RF (ordered by the averaged 353 mean decrease in accuracy) following 100 independent learnings from both two-class and 354 three-class IV datasets containing concatenated protein alignments.
355
Overall, for the top sites in Table 4 , OneR and JRip preferred sites in HA and NA, PART 356 had a high preference towards sites in PB2, and RF pointed out more sites in PB2 and HA were 357 important. In terms of their consistency in selecting sites for two-class and three-class virulence 358 models, RF was the most consistent (15 shared sites), followed by PART (10 shared sites), 359 JRip (8 shared sites) and finally OneR (only 4 sites). Furthermore, no site was shared by all 360 four learners for either two-class or three-class virulence grouping; but there were few sites 361 shared by combinations of three learners: PB2-627, PB2-701, PA-97 and NA-46 for two-class 362 virulence grouping, and PB2-627, PA-97 and NS1-42 for three-class virulence grouping.
363
In addition to analyzing individual sites, it is also interesting to investigate the synergy 364 between sites that determine IAV virulence. The rule-based models given by JRip and PART 365 serve this purpose, but here we limit to PART models that gave the highest accuracy. For this, Furthermore, we proposed a number of procedures to tackle various missing data. For 386 virulence, the MLD50 value is the ultimate information we looked for; but in its absence, time 387 series of weight loss or percentage of survival of infected mice were utilized to infer the lower 388 or upper bound of MLD50 and subsequently, to label the virulence class. For IAV genomes, when the genomes were incomplete or contained partial sequences, extrapolation was 390 performed using the closest genome relative identified with BLAST. These pre-processing 391 works were done manually and ambiguity occasionally occurred. Hence, caution must be taken 392 when dealing with the datasets and improvement in the pre-processing approach may be 393 considered for future works. Alternatively, efforts in improving the current practice of storing 394 IAV virulence information by research community such that it eases its reusability could be 395 encouraged, e.g., by creating an online database that accepts submissions of IAV virulence 396 related data and provides high quality tables or figures of their input data that can be added into 397 their manuscript.
398
Despite the limitations of the datasets due to the ways in handling missing MLD50, 399 partial sequences and incomplete genomes, and also a recent critic of using LD50 as a virulence conquer strategy and partial decision trees [29] . For a comparison in the performance, we also 408 explored the RF approach [30] in modelling IAV virulence.
409
For the models and their performance, we first noted that OneR mainly selected sites in 410 HA and NA for its single site models, and the OneR models could give significantly better 411 averaged accuracies than the zero rule models. Among the sites, some have known functions 412 while some others are not yet characterized. For example, site 188 is known to be located at 413 the helix 190 that surrounds the receptor-binding site in the HA protein and thus it affects host 414 specificity [31], while site 142 has not yet been well studied even though it was frequently 415 selected as the top OneR classifier. Nonetheless, JRip and PART generated multiple site 416 models that almost always gave better accuracies than OneR models for any specific IAV considering all IAV proteins at once. These results demonstrate a synergistic between sites 420 within a single protein and sites in different proteins; in other words, the polygenic nature of 421 were easier while others were harder to learn. Of interest, while the average accuracies were 485 relatively the same for full two-class datasets regardless the host information was included or 486 not, some significant improvement (3.9% in increase of accuracy) was observed when 487 incorporating host information for full three-class dataset. Thus, using learning approaches that surveillance. Nevertheless, the development of the approaches will be more fruitful if there is 496 a significant increase in the number of influenza experiments carried out with mouse and IAV 497 strains that are still limited in their number of studies.
498
In summary, we have developed benchmark datasets for IAV virulence and explored 499 rule-based and RF approaches for modelling IAV virulence. To our knowledge, the datasets 500 have been the biggest aggregation of IAV infections in mice, and the number of the infection 501 records can still grow. The creation of these benchmark datasets will be beneficial for further 502 understanding the molecular principles underlying influenza mechanisms since mice have been 503 a major animal model for influenza. In the current study, we utilized the datasets to assess 504 predictabilities of IAV virulence for specific and across mouse and IAV strains, and identify 505 top proteins sites and synergy between protein sites that contribute to IAV virulence. Overall, 506 our study confirmed the polygenic nature of IAV virulence, with several sites in PB2 playing 507 more dominant roles. Not only sites that are well known as IAV virulence markers, e.g. 627, 508 701 and 714, but also some other sites in PB2 not yet known influencing virulence were 509 identified. Nonetheless, modelling virulence is in fact a very challenging problem due to the 510 nature of complex interactions that underlie the phenotype, which involve not only viral factors, 511 but also host factors. Hence, future works shall incorporate more host information, especially 512 the host proteomic data that now widely available for various mouse strains. Applying different 513 machine learning approaches and protein features, and posing virulence modelling as a 514 regression problem that predicts LD50 shall also be considered. Table 4 . Top sites for modelling IAV virulence based on models generated from two-class 566 and three-class IV datasets. For OneR, the numbers in brackets are the frequency of the 567 corresponding site being selected in the models; for JRip and PART, they are the averaged 568 contribution of the corresponding site to accuracy (in percent); and for random forest (RF), 569 they are the averaged mean decrease in accuracy attributed to the corresponding site. Each 570 number was calculated following 100 independent learnings from two-class or three-class IV 571 dataset. For OneR, only sites with frequency >1 are shown, while for JRip, PART and RF, only 572 top 20 sites are shown. 
